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Abstract
In 1996, Garsia and Haiman introduced a bivariate analogue of the Catalan numbers that counts
multiplicities of the sign character in a certain doubly graded Sn-module. Haglund conjectured a
combinatorial interpretation for this sequence by defining two statistics on the set of lattice paths
staying inside the triangle bounded by x = 0, y = x, and y = n. This conjecture was eventually
proved by Garsia and Haglund. Later, the present author introduced similar statistics for lattice paths
staying inside other triangles, whose generating function is conjectured to give the higher q, t-Catalan
sequences of Garsia and Haiman. This article generalizes these combinatorial statistics to lattice paths
within certain trapezoidal regions. We introduce a five-variable generating function for these paths
and prove formulas, bijections, and recursions involving this generating function. An open question
is to find representation-theoretical interpretations for these statistics analogous to those previously
conjectured for the paths staying inside triangular regions.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A lattice path is a path from (0,0) to some point (x, y) consisting of north steps and
east steps of length one. This paper deals with statistics and generating functions for
certain special collections of lattice paths. Specifically, we consider lattice paths ending
at (k+mn,n) and contained in a trapezoidal region with vertices (0,0), (0, n), (k,0), and
(k +mn,n).
This setup includes several previously studied collections of lattice paths. For example,
letting m = 0, we obtain the set of lattice paths contained in an n× k rectangle. Letting
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at (n,n) that never go below the line y = x . The present work is motivated by the papers
[6,8], which introduce combinatorial statistics on lattice paths inside triangles to model
certain constructs in the theory of symmetric functions.
In [6], Haglund introduced a combinatorial model for Garsia and Haiman’s bivariate
Catalan sequence [5]. The latter sequence can be defined as Cn(q, t)=∇(s1n )|s1n , where∇ is the nabla operator of F. Bergeron and A. Garsia [1], and s1n is a Schur function.
Alternatively, the sequence can be defined as the generating function for occurrences of
the sign character in the doubly graded module of diagonal harmonics. For a detailed
discussion of these definitions, see [9].
Haglund’s bivariate Catalan sequence has a completely combinatorial definition.
Consider the collection of Dyck paths ending at (n,n). Given such a path D, define the
area of D to be the number of complete lattice squares between the path D and the line
y = x . This is a classical statistic on Dyck paths, which has been studied by Carlitz and
Riordan and many other authors [2]. Haglund introduced a new statistic, which we call
the bounce statistic on paths, to give a combinatorial interpretation for the Garsia–Haiman
Catalan sequence. Specifically, Haglund conjectured that the generating function
∑
D
qarea(D)tbounce(D)
was equal to Cn(q, t). This conjecture was subsequently proved by Garsia and Haglund
in [4]. A summary of this long proof appears in [3].
In [8], the present author introduced generalized bounce statistics for lattice paths
staying inside triangles bounded by the line x = my . This leads to a conjectured
combinatorial interpretation for the “higher-order bivariate Catalan sequence” given by the
formula C(m)n (q, t) = ∇m(s1n)|s1n . There are also trivariate Catalan sequences that arise
naturally in the combinatorial setting, but whose representation-theoretical significance is
not yet known.
Our intent here is to extend this combinatorial work to lattice paths inside trapezoids.
We introduce two collections of five statistics on trapezoidal paths, one based on “bounce
paths” and another based on “generalized inversion statistics.” Though these two sets of
statistics appear to be quite different, they have the same generating function. We give
bijections to prove this fact, and provide an explicit summation formula for this generating
function. We can specialize this generating function in various ways to obtain all the
bivariate and trivariate sequences mentioned above. We also establish certain symmetry
properties and recursions involving the new statistics. It is an open problem to find
interpretations for the new combinatorial sequences (or their specializations) in terms of
representation theory or symmetric functions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define trapezoidal
lattice paths and the two families of statistics for those paths. In Section 3, we prove a
summation formula for the common generating function of each family of statistics. The
proof provides a bijection on paths that sends one family of statistics to the other family.
Section 4 describes the symmetry properties of the five-variable generating function and its
specializations. Section 5 uses the summation formula to prove a recursion characterizing
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open problems arising from the present work.
We conclude this section by defining notation used throughout the paper.
(1) If A is any logical statement, define χ(A)= 1 if A is true, and χ(A)= 0 if A is false.
(2) If w =w1w2 . . .wn is a word, where each wi is an integer, define the inversions of w
by
inv(w)=
∑
1i<jn
χ(wi > wj ).
(3) Given a word w as in (2), define the coinversions of w by
coinv(w)=
∑
1i<jn
χ(wi < wj ).
(4) Given a word w as in (2), define the major index of w by
maj(w)=
n−1∑
i=1
iχ(wi > wi+1).
(5) Let x be any indeterminate. Define [0]x = 0 and
[j ]x = 1+ x + x2 + · · · + xj−1 for integers j > 0.
Also define
[n]!x =
n∏
j=1
[j ]x,
[
n
k
]
x
= [n]!x[k]!x[n− k]!x ,
[
n
n1, . . . , ns
]
x
= [n]!x[n1]!x · · · [ns]!x .
These are the “x-analogues” of the number j , the factorial n!, the binomial coefficient(
n
k
)
, and the multinomial coefficient
(
n
n1,...,ns
)
, respectively.
(6) Let x, y be indeterminates. Define [0]x,y = 0 and
[j ]x,y =
j−1∑
k=0
xkyj−1−k for integers j > 0.
Also define
[n]!x,y =
n∏
j=1
[j ]x,y,
[
n
k
]
x,y
= [n]!x,y[k]!x,y[n− k]!x,y ,[
n
n , . . . , n
]
= [n]!x,y[n ]! · · · [n ]! .1 s x,y 1 x,y s x,y
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cients, and multinomial coefficients.
(7) Given c 0 and d  0, define R(0c1d) to be the set of rearrangements of c zeroes and
d ones. Define R(c, d) to be the set of lattice paths going from the southwest corner
to the northeast corner of a rectangle of height c and width d . Given such a path P ,
let a(P ) be the number of cells below the path and inside the rectangle. Let a˜(P )
be the number of cells above the path and inside the rectangle. There is a bijection
between R(0c1d) and R(c, d) obtained by replacing zeroes by vertical steps and ones
by horizontal steps. If w ∈ R(0c1d) corresponds to P ∈R(c, d) under this bijection,
then coinv(w)= a(P ) and inv(w)= a˜(P ). We also have[
c+ d
c
]
x,y
=
[
c+ d
c, d
]
x,y
=
∑
w∈R(0c1d)
x inv(w)ycoinv(w) =
∑
P∈R(c,d)
xa˜(p)ya(p).
We prefer to use the multinomial coefficient rather than the binomial coefficient, so
that both dimensions of the rectangle appear explicitly in the formula. By convention,
the multinomial coefficient is zero if c or d is negative.
2. Statistics on trapezoidal lattice paths
In this section, we define statistics on lattice paths and two five-variable generating
functions involving these statistics. We begin by defining trapezoidal lattice paths.
2.1. Trapezoidal lattice paths
Definition. Let n, k, and m be integers with n > 0, k  0, and m 0. Let T Zn,k,m denote
the trapezoid with corners at (0,0), (0, n), (k,0), and (k+mn,n). (If k = 0, then T Zn,k,m
is really a triangle. This case was studied in [8]. If k > 0 and m = 0, then T Zn,k,m is a
rectangle. This degenerate case will be discussed later.) Define a trapezoidal lattice path
of type (n, k,m) to be a path that goes from (0,0) to (k +mn,n) by a series of north and
east steps of length one, such that no vertex of the path lies outside the trapezoid TZn,k,m.
Define Tn,k,m to be the set of trapezoidal lattice paths of type (n, k,m).
Figure 1 shows a trapezoidal path with n= 6, k = 2, and m= 3.
Fig. 1. A trapezoidal lattice path.
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families of statistics. One family is based on “bounce paths,” while the second family
consists of “generalized inversion statistics.” The theorem in the next section will show
that the two families of statistics have the same generating function.
2.2. Statistics based on bounce paths
Let P be a trapezoidal path of type (n, k,m). Then P is a path that proceeds by vertical
and horizontal steps from (0,0) to (k +mn,n) while staying inside a trapezoid. We begin
with the fundamental construction of the bounce path derived from P . This is another
lattice path B = B(P) that also proceeds by vertical and horizontal steps from (0,0) to
(k + mn,n) while staying inside the trapezoid T Zn,k,m. The bounce path B(P) always
stays weakly below the original path P . It is derived from P according to the following
rules.
Bouncing Algorithm. Given P ∈ Tn,k,m, we construct its derived bounce path B(P) as
follows.
(1) B(P) will consist of an alternating sequence of vertical moves and horizontal moves,
starting at (0,0) and ending at (k +mn,n). A vertical move consists of zero or more
vertical steps (of length one); similarly for the horizontal moves. We let vi = vi(P )
denote the length of the ith vertical move, and we let hi = hi(P ) denote the length of
the ith horizontal move, for i  0. Set (x0, y0)= (0,0), which is our “initial position”
on the bounce path. In general, let (xi, yi) denote the position on the bounce path just
before the ith vertical move. (All the quantities defined here and below depend on P , of
course. We write xi(P ), yi(P ), etc., if it is necessary to make this dependence explicit.
At other times it is convenient to omit the P and write B , vi , xi , etc., if there is no
danger of confusion.)
(2) The numbers vi and hi are computed as follows. Set vi = 0 and hi = 0 for all i < 0.
Set i = 0 initially. Perform the following steps repeatedly.
(a) Go up from the current position (xi, yi) until blocked by a horizontal step of the
original path P . Let the vertical distance traveled be vi . Note that vi may be zero.
Set yi+1 = yi + vi .
(b) Go right from the current position (xi, yi+1) by the horizontal distance
hi
def= vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−(m−1) + χ(i < k). (1)
Set xi+1 = xi + hi , so the new position is (xi+1, yi+1).
(c) If the new position is the upper corner (k + mn,n), the bounce path has been
completed. Otherwise, replace i by i + 1 and return to step a.
This algorithm can be informally summarized as follows. A “ball” starts at the
southwest corner of the trapezoid. The ball moves up until it “hits” the path P . Then
it moves right by a distance that is the sum of the previous m vertical moves, plus an
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additional one unit for the first k bounces only. The bouncing continues until the ball
reaches the northeast corner.
Example. Figure 2 shows a trapezoidal path P ∈ T12,3,2 and the associated bounce path
B(P).
For special choices of k and m, the bounce path becomes simpler. When k = 0 and
m= 1, we obtain a bounce path that returns to the diagonal x = y after each bounce. This
is essentially equivalent to Haglund’s bounce statistic (see [6]). The only difference is that
Haglund’s bouncing starts at the top corner (n,n), while our bouncing starts at (0,0). When
k = 0 and m> 1, we obtain the bounce paths inside triangles discussed in [8]. When m= 1
and k > 0, the first k horizontal moves are one unit longer than the immediately preceding
vertical moves. After the first k bounces, the bounce path will have reached the diagonal
boundary x = y+k. For any further bounces, the horizontal move is the same as the preced-
ing vertical move. In the degenerate case when m= 0 (a rectangle), the bounce path essen-
tially coincides with the original path P . The only difference is that the bounce path takes
a vertical move of height zero between consecutive horizontal steps of the original path.
We can use the bounce path B(P) derived from P to dissect the figure for P into smaller
geometric components. For this purpose, we introduce the following terminology.
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and yi as in the bouncing algorithm above.
(1) For i  1, define the ith bounce rectangle Ri to be the rectangle with vertices
(xi−1, yi), (xi−1, yi+1), (xi, yi), and (xi, yi+1). This rectangle consists of the cells
above the (i − 1)th horizontal bounce move and left of the ith vertical bounce move.
The definition also makes sense for i = 0, if we set xj = yj = 0 for j < 0. Note that
we allow degenerate “rectangles” whose height or width is zero.
(2) For i  1, define the ith shortened bounce rectangle Si to be the rectangle with vertices
(xi−1+1, yi), (xi−1+1, yi+1), (xi, yi), and (xi, yi+1). Thus Si consists of all columns
of Ri except the leftmost column. We are interested in Si because any part of the path
P that lies above the bounce bath B(P) must be contained in one of the shortened
rectangles Si . This fact is immediate from the definition of the bounce path.
(3) For i  0, define the ith bounce triangle Ti to be the triangle with vertices
(k +myi, yi), (k +myi, yi+1), and (k +myi+1, yi+1). Note that the right edge of the
trapezoid TZn,k,m has equation x = k +my . Thus, each Ti is a right triangle whose
hypotenuse lies on this edge of the trapezoid.
(4) For i  1, define the ith bounce slab Sli to be the rectangle with vertices (xi, yi),
(xi, yi+1), (k +myi, yi), and (k +myi, yi+1).
It is clear from these definitions that the region inside the trapezoid and below the bounce
path is precisely the union of the bounce triangles Ti and the bounce slabs Sli . (See Fig. 3.)
Example. Consider the path P from Fig. 2. Table 1 gives the values of vi , hi , xi , and
yi for this path. Fig. 3 illustrates the bounce rectangles Ri , the shortened rectangles Si ,
the bounce triangles Ti , and the bounce slabs Sli for the same path. For visual clarity, the
original path P is not shown in this figure. Note that R4, S4, Sl4, and T4 have height zero,
so these shapes are not visible in the figure.
Fig. 3. Using the bounce path to dissect the trapezoid. (Rectangles Ri are labelled at their northwest corner.)
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Values of xi , yi , vi , and hi for the path P
i xi yi vi hi
0 0 0 2 3
1 3 2 3 6
2 9 5 1 5
3 14 6 2 3
4 17 8 0 2
5 19 8 4 4
6 23 12 0 4
7 27 12 N/A N/A
At last, we are ready to introduce the five statistics in the “bounce family.” We also
mention two other area statistics that can be derived from these.
Definitions. Let P ∈ Tn,k,m. Let B , xi , yi , vi , hi , Ri , Si , Ti , and Sli be as described above.
(1) Define a type-1 area cell of P to be a lattice square completely inside the trapezoid
T Zn,k,m and below the bounce path B(P). Thus, a cell is a type-1 area cell iff it is
contained in one of the bounce triangles Ti or bounce slabs Sli . Define the type-1 area
of P , denoted a1(P ), to be the number of type-1 area cells of P .
(2) Define a type-2 area cell of P to be a lattice square inside the trapezoid TZn,k,m, below
the trapezoidal path P , and above the bounce path B(P). Thus, a cell is a type-2 area
cell iff it lies in a shortened rectangle Si and is below the original path P . Define the
type-2 area of P , denoted a2(P ), to be the number of type-2 area cells of P .
(3) Define a type-3 area cell of P to be a lattice square inside one of the shortened
rectangles Si and above the trapezoidal path P . Define the type-3 area of P , denoted
a3(P ), to be the number of type-3 area cells of P . Note that the cells in Ri − Si (the
leftmost column of Ri ) do not contribute to a3(P ) or a2(P ) or a1(P ).
(4) Define the bounce score b(P ) by
b(P )=
∑
i0
ivi .
It is easy to see that b(P ) is the sum of the number of cells in the trapezoid that are
directly above the first horizontal step of each horizontal move in the bounce path.
These cells include, but are not limited to, the cells in the leftmost column of each Ri .
(5) Define the bounce count c(P ) to be the largest integer s such that vs > 0. Roughly
speaking, this statistic keeps track of how many bounces were needed to reach the top
edge of the trapezoid. Note that the first vertical move is labelled v0, not v1.
(6) Define the ordinary area of P to be a(P )= a1(P )+ a2(P ). This is just the number
of complete lattice squares inside the trapezoid and below the path P .
(7) Define the modified area of P to be a′(P ) = a1(P ) + a3(P ). This is the number of
cells either below the bounce path B(P), or above the original path P and inside one
of the shortened rectangles Si .
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Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)=
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
q
a1(P )
1 q
a2(P )
2 q
a3(P )
3 t
b(P )zc(P ).
We will also frequently be interested in the two specializations:
B ′n,k,m(q, t)= Bn,k,m(q, q,1, t,1)=
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qa(P )tb(P ),
B ′′n,k,m(q, r, t)= Bn,k,m(qr, q, r, t,1)=
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qa(P )ra
′(P )tb(P ).
Example. For the path P from Fig. 2, we compute the following statistics:
a1(P )= 46, a2(P )= 14, a3(P )= 9, b(P )= 31,
c(P )= 5, a(P )= 60, a′(P )= 55.
Figure 4 shows how the statistics a1, a2, a3, and b can be computed by counting cells in
the diagram for P .
In the special case of a rectangle (m = 0), all the rectangles Ri have width 1, so all
shortened rectangles Si are empty. It follows that, for any path P inside the rectangle
T Zn,k,0, we have a2(P ) = a3(P ) = 0, a1(P ) = a(P ) = a′(P ) = the number of lattice
squares below the path P , and b(P )= the number of lattice squares above the path P .
The following lemma will be useful when we derive a formula for the generating
function Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z). It provides formulas for the coordinates (xi, yi) and the
dimensions of various components of the bounce picture.
Fig. 4. Special cells in the diagram for P .
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(1) For i  0, we have
xi = min(i, k)+
i∑
j=1
min(j,m)vi−j , yi =
i−1∑
j=0
vj .
(2) The bounce path B(P) always stays inside the trapezoid T Zn,k,m and has hj > 0
for j  0. In particular, the bounce path always reaches the upper-right corner
(k +mn,n), so that the bouncing algorithm does terminate.
(3) For i  0, the bounce rectangle Ri has height vi and width
vi−1 + · · · + vi−m + χ(i < k + 1).
(4) For i  1, the shortened rectangle Si has height vi and width
vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k).
(5) For i  0, the bounce triangle Ti has height vi and contains mvi(vi − 1)/2 complete
lattice squares.
(6) For i  0, the bounce slab Sli has height vi and width max(k− i,0)+∑m−1j=1 (m−j)×
vi−j , hence contains
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
m−1∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
complete lattice squares.
Proof. (1) Since the bounce path starts at (0,0), yi is
∑
j<i vj , the sum of all preceding
vertical moves. Similarly, xi =∑j<i hj is the sum of all preceding horizontal moves.
Substituting the definition
hj = χ(j < k)+
(
m−1∑
p=0
vj−p
)
into the formula for xi , we get
xi =
i−1∑
j=0
[
χ(j < k)+
m−1∑
p=0
vj−p
]
.
Now, the sum of the terms χ(j < k) for 0  j  i − 1 is just min(i, k). Since v' = 0 for
' < 0, we can rewrite the remaining terms as
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j<i
m−1∑
p=0
vj−p.
Let us count the occurrences of vi−1, vi−2, . . . , v0. The term vi−1 occurs only once
(assuming m > 0), when j = i − 1 and p = 0. The term vi−2 occurs twice (assuming
m> 1), when (j,p)= (i − 1,1) and when (j,p)= (i − 2,0). In general, for 1 t m,
the term vi−t occurs t times, by letting (j,p)= (i − s, t − s) for 1 s  t . For t m, the
term vi−t occurs m times, by letting (j,p)= (i − t + s, s) for 0  s m− 1. Changing
notation, we obtain
xi = min(i, k)+
i∑
j=1
min(j,m)vi−j
as claimed.
(2) To prove that B(P) stays inside the trapezoid TZn,k,m, it suffices to show that every
point (xi, yi) lies in this trapezoid. It is clear that 0  yi  n for all i , since the path P
never goes above the line y = n. It is also clear that xi  0 for all i . To see that (xi, yi)
does not lie to the right of the remaining boundary x = k + my , we need to check that
xi  k +myi . But this is obvious from the formulas in part (1), since
xi = min(i, k)+
i∑
j=1
min(j,m)vi−j  k +
i−1∑
j=0
mvj = k +myi.
Next, we show that hi > 0 for all i . This is clear for i < k, since the term χ(i < k) in the
definition of hi shows that we move at least one step right. Now suppose i  k. To get a
contradiction, assume hi = 0. Then we must have vi−j = 0 for 0  j m− 1. Observe
that, in this case,
xi = k +
i∑
j=m
mvi−j and yi =
i−1∑
'=0
v' =
i∑
j=m
vi−j .
Thus, xi = k+myi , so that the point (xi, yi) lies on the right edge of the trapezoid TZn,k,m.
But we also have vi = 0. This can only occur if the original path P passes through (xi, yi)
and does not go up at the next step. If yi < n, this contradicts the requirement that the
path P never go outside the trapezoid. If yi = n, then the path has reached the upper-right
corner of the trapezoid, so the bouncing path was completed just before step i .
(3) By definition of the vertices of Ri , the height of this rectangle is yi+1 − yi = vi . The
width of this rectangle is
xi − xi−1 = hi−1 = vi−1 + · · · + vi−m + χ(i − 1 < k)
= vi−1 + · · · + vi−m + χ(i < k + 1).
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width of Si is one less than the width of Ri . The formulas in (4) thus follow from the ones
in (3), together with the identity
χ(i < k + 1)− 1 =−χ(i > k).
(5) By definition of Ti , the height of this triangle is yi+1 − yi = vi . Consider the rows
of this triangle from bottom to top. As shown in Fig. 3, these rows contain 0 cells, m cells,
2m cells, etc. The total number of complete cells in the triangle is therefore
0 +m+ 2m+ · · · + (vi − 1)m=m
(
vi
2
)
=mvi(vi − 1)/2.
(6) By definition of Sli , the height of this slab is yi+1 − yi = vi and its width is
k +myi − xi . Using the formula for xi and simplifying, the width is
max(k − i,0)+
m−1∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j .
This completes the proof. ✷
Table 2 summarizes the notation introduced in this subsection for statistics and
constructs related to the bouncing algorithm.
Table 2
Summary of notation for bounce-related constructions
Notation Meaning
P the given trapezoidal path
B bounce path derived from P
vi length of ith vertical move in B
hi length of ith horizontal move in B hi = vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−(m−1) + χ(i < k)
xi x-coordinate of ith vertical move in B
yi y-coordinate of (i − 1)th horizontal move in B
(xi , yi ) location on B just before the ith vertical move
Ri bounce rectangle with southeast corner (xi , yi )
Si shortened bounce rectangle (Ri without its leftmost column)
Ti bounce triangle right of the ith vertical move
Sli bounce slab right of the ith vertical move
a1(P ) number of type-1 area cells (cells below B)
a2(P ) number of type-2 area cells (cells below P in some Si )
a3(P ) number of type-3 area cells (cells above P in some Si )
b(P ) bounce score
∑
i0 ivi (cells above vertical bounce moves)
c(P ) bounce count (largest s with vs > 0)
Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z) bounce generating function for paths inside T Zn,k,m
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We now define the family of “generalized inversion statistics” for lattice paths. Let P
be a trapezoidal path of type (n, k,m). Before describing the statistics, we describe a way
to represent P as a list of integers.
Definition. Given P ∈ Tn,k,m, the area vector of P , denoted g(P ), is the list
g(P )= (g0(P ), g1(P ), . . . , gn−1(P )),
where gi(P ) is the number of complete lattice squares between the path P and the right
boundary x = k +my in the ith row from the bottom. We let Gn,k,m denote the set of all
lists g(P ), for P ∈ Tn,k,m.
Example. For the path P shown in Fig. 1, we have
g(P )= (1,4,4,0,3,1).
It is clear that P is recoverable from its area vector g(P ). For, given g = g(P ), we
shade in the appropriate number of area cells in each row of the trapezoid. Then P is the
unique path obtained by following the left boundary of the shaded region from (0,0) to
(k +mn,n). Thus, the map γ sending P to g(P ) is a bijection from Tn,k,m onto Gn,k,m.
Given an arbitrary list of integers h= (h0, h1, . . .), h may not be the area vector for any
trapezoidal path. It is easy to see that h ∈ Gn,k,m iff the following conditions hold:
(G1) h is a list of integers of length n.
(G2) hi  0 for 0 i  n− 1.
(G3) hi+1  hi +m for 0 i  n− 2.
(G4) h0 ∈ {0,1, . . . , k}.
Condition (G1) says that h is the area vector for a shape consisting of n rows. Condition
(G2) says that the path built from h cannot go past the right edge of the trapezoid in
question. Condition (G3) says that the path built from h cannot take any west steps. In
more detail, we have equality hi+1 = hi + m in (G3) iff the path takes two consecutive
north steps in rows i and i + 1. If there are any intervening east steps between the north
step in row i and the north step in row i + 1, then we must have hi+1 < hi +m. Finally,
condition (G4) reflects the fact that there is room for up to k area cells in the lowest row of
the trapezoid TZn,k,m.
Now we define the five inversion statistics. It is most convenient to define these statistics
on the collection of area vectors Gn,k,m.
Definition. Let g ∈ Gn,k,m, and let P be the corresponding path in Tn,k,m with g = g(P ).
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h1(g)= h1(P )=
∑
0i<jn−1
max
(
m− |gi − gj |,0
)+ n−1∑
i=0
max(k − gi,0).
(2) Define the type-2 inversion statistic h2 for g or P by the formula
h2(g)= h2(P )=
∑
0i<jn−1
χ
(
gi − gj ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}
)
.
(3) Define the type-3 inversion statistic h3 for g or P by the formula
h3(g)= h3(P )=
∑
0i<jn−1
χ
(
gi − gj ∈ {−m, . . . ,−2,−1}
)− n−1∑
i=0
χ(gi > k).
(4) Define the ordinary area statistic for g or P by
a(g)= a(P )=
n−1∑
i=0
gi.
This is the number of complete lattice squares inside the trapezoid and below the
path P . Therefore, this definition agrees with the definition of ordinary area given
in the preceding subsection.
(5) Define the height of g or P by
ht(g)= ht(P )= max
0in−1
gi .
(6) Define the positive inversion statistic h+ for g or P to be
h+(P )= h1(P )+ h2(P ).
(7) Define the negative inversion statistic h− for g or P to be
h−(P )= h1(P )+ h3(P ).
(8) Finally, define the inversion generating function for the trapezoid TZn,k,m by
Hn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)=
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
q
h1(P )
1 q
h2(P )
2 q
h3(P )
3 t
a(P )zht (P ).
We will also frequently be interested in the two specializations:
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∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qh
+(P )ta(P ),
H ′′n,k,m(q, r, t)=Hn,k,m(qr, q, r, t,1)=
∑
H∈Tn,k,m
qh
+(P )rh
−(P )ta(P ).
Example. To compute these statistics, it is convenient to list all the numbers gi(P )−gj (P )
for i < j . For the path P in Fig. 1 with n= 6, k = 2, m= 3, and g(P )= (1,4,4,0,3,1),
this list is:
−3,−3,1,−2,0;0,4,1,3;4,1,3;−3,−1;2.
Hence, we obtain the following statistics for P :
h1(P )= 16+ 4 = 20, h2(P )= 6, h3(P )= 5 − 3 = 2, a(P )= 13,
ht (P )= 4, h+(P )= 26, h−(P )= 22.
3. Formula for the generating functions
In this section, we show that
Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)=Hn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)
and give an explicit formula for this generating function. Moreover, we exhibit a bijection
φ :Tn,k,m → Tn,k,m that maps each bounce statistic to its corresponding inversion statistic.
The formula for the common generating function is
∑
(v0,...,vs)
zst
∑
i0 ivi q
pow
1
s∏
i=1
[
vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
vi , vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
]
q2,q3
(2)
where we set vj = 0 for all j < 0,
pow =m
∑
i0
(
vi
2
)
+
∑
i0
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
m∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
,
and we sum over all sequences v = (v0, . . . , vs) of nonnegative integers such that vs > 0
and v0 + · · · + vs = n. Since v may have zero entries, the collection of such sequences
is infinite. However, if there exists an index i > k such that vi−1 = · · · = vi−m = 0, then
the summand corresponding to this choice of v has a binomial coefficient equal to zero.
From this observation, it is easy to see that there is only a finite collection of v’s that give
nonzero summands.
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We now introduce a combinatorial model of the above formula, consisting of a
collection In,k,m of intermediate objects and five statistics on these objects. This collection
will be helpful for defining the bijection φ and its inverse.
A typical element I of In,k,m consists of the following data:
(1) A nonnegative integer s.
(2) A sequence v = (v0, . . . , vs) of nonnegative integers such that vs > 0, v0 + · · · + vs =
n, and for 1 i  s,
vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k) 0.
(As usual, we set vj = 0 for j < 0.)
(3) For 1 i  s, a word wi ∈ R(0vi1vi−1+···+vi−m−χ(i>k)).
We write I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws). Define five statistics on these intermediate objects, as
follows.
(1) The first q-statistic for I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) is
Q1(I)=m
∑
i0
(
vi
2
)
+
∑
i0
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
m∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
.
This is exactly the expression pow appearing above.
(2) The second q-statistic for I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) is
Q2(I)=
s∑
i=1
coinv(wi).
(3) The third q-statistic for I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) is
Q3(I)=
s∑
i=1
inv(wi).
(4) The t-statistic for I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) is
T (I)=
s∑
i=0
ivi .
This is just the power of t in the formula above.
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Z(I)= s.
This is just the power of z in the formula above.
(6) Finally, define the intermediate generating function of type (n, k,m) by
Fn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)=
∑
I∈In,k,m
q
Q1(I )
1 q
Q2(I )
2 q
Q3(I )
3 t
T (I )zZ(I ).
It is immediate from these definitions that Fn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z) is given by formula (2).
This formula classifies objects I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) in In,k,m based on the values of s
and v. For fixed s and v = (v0, . . . , vs), the powers of q1, t , and z in formula (2) are
exactly the values of Q1(I), T (I), and Z(I), respectively. We still must choose the words
wi with the appropriate number of zeroes and ones. The generating function for the choice
of wi , where q2 counts coinversions and q3 counts inversions, is exactly[
vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
vi , vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
]
q2,q3
.
(See the introduction.) Multiplying these factors together, for 1  i  s, gives us a
generating function where the power of q2 records
∑s
i=1 coinv(wi) = Q2(I) and the
power of q3 records
∑s
i=1 inv(wi)=Q3(I). Thus, (2) is the generating function for In,k,m
relative to the five given statistics.
To show that the bounce generating function Bn,k,m and the inversion generating
function Hn,k,m are also given by formula (2), it suffices to exhibit bijections α :Tn,k,m →
In,k,m and β :Gn,k,m → In,k,m that preserve the appropriate statistics. Recall there is a
trivial statistic-preserving bijection γ :Tn,k,m → Gn,k,m sending P to its area vector g(P ).
By looking at the composites φ = γ−1 ◦ β−1 ◦ α and φ−1 = α−1 ◦ β ◦ γ , we obtain
a bijective proof that Bn,k,m =Hn,k,m.
3.2. A map from bounce statistics to intermediate statistics
This subsection describes the bijection α :Tn,k,m → In,k,m, which sends statistics in the
bounce family to their counterparts in the intermediate setting. We also describe α−1.
Let P be a given path in Tn,k,m. To find α(P ), we first draw the bounce path
of P and compute the quantities listed in Table 2. Define α(P ) to be the intermediate
object I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) ∈ In,k,m constructed as follows. Set s = c(P ) and v =
(v0(P ), v1(P ), . . . , vs(P )), the sequence of vertical moves in the bounce path for P .
Clearly, v does satisfy the necessary requirements from the definition of In,k,m.
We now describe the construction of the words wi . For each i with 1 i  s, consider
the portion of the path P contained in the shortened rectangle Si . Call this partial path Pi .
Pi goes from the southwest corner (xi−1 + 1, yi) of Si to the northeast corner (xi, yi+1)
of Si . To obtain the word wi , replace each vertical step in Pi by a zero and each horizontal
step by a one. By part (4) of the lemma from Section 2.2, the resulting word wi does have
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respectively).
We now describe α−1. Let I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) ∈ In,k,m. Construct the path P =
α−1(I) ∈ Tn,k,m as follows. Start with an empty trapezoid TZn,k,m. Draw a bounce path
with successive vertical steps v0, . . . , vs and horizontal steps given by the usual rule
hi = vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−(m−1) + χ(i < k).
Define (xi, yi) to be the point on the bounce path just prior to the vertical step vi (as usual).
Next, use each word wi to draw a subpath in the shortened rectangle of height vi and width
hi−1 whose southeast corner is (xi, yi). The subpath is obtained by drawing a vertical step
for each zero in wi , and a horizontal step for each one in wi . This procedure is obviously
inverse to the one described in the last paragraph.
We must still check that α has the desired effect on the five statistics. Fix the path P and
I = α(P ). Consider each of the five statistics in turn.
First, recall that a1(P ) is the sum of the number of complete cells in all bounce
triangles Ti and bounce slabs Sli . By parts (5) and (6) of the lemma from Section 2.2,
a1(P )=
s∑
i=0
mvi(vi − 1)/2+
s∑
i=0
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
m−1∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
=Q1(I).
Second, recall that a2(P ) is the total number of cells in the shortened rectangles Si below
the partial paths Pi . Using the notation from the introduction, we can write
a2(P )=
s∑
i=1
a(Pi)=
s∑
i=1
coinv(wi)=Q2(I).
Third, recall that a3(P ) is the total number of cells in the shortened rectangles Si above
the partial paths Pi . Using the notation from the introduction, we can write
a3(P )=
s∑
i=1
a˜(Pi)=
s∑
i=1
inv(wi)=Q3(I).
Fourth, it is immediate from the definitions that
b(P )=
s∑
i=0
ivi = T (I).
Fifth, we trivially have
c(P )= s =Z(I).
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have s(P )= 5 and v(P )= (2,3,1,2,0,4). Encoding the partial paths Pi in each shortened
rectangle Si , we get words
w1(P )= 10010, w2(P )= 101111, w3(P )= 101011,
w4(P )= 11, w5(P )= 00010.
Therefore,
α(P )= I = (5; (2,3,1,2,0,4);10010,101111,101011,11,00010).
3.3. A map from inversion statistics to intermediate statistics
This subsection describes the bijection β :Gn,k,m → In,k,m, which sends inversion-type
statistics to intermediate statistics. We also describe β−1.
Fix g = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−1) ∈ Gn,k,m. Let β(g) be the intermediate object I = (s; v;
w1, . . . ,ws) constructed as follows. Set s = max0in−1 gi . For 0  j  s, let vj be the
number of occurrences of j in the list g. Clearly, vj  0, vs > 0, and v0 + · · · + vs = n.
We will see below that vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k) 0 for 1 i  s.
We now describe the construction of the words wi . Fix i with 1 i  s. Form a word
w′i from g as follows. Initially, w′i is empty. Read the entries of g from left to right. Write
down a zero in w′i every time the symbol i is seen in g. Write down a one in w′i every time
a symbol in {i − 1, . . . , i −m} is seen in g. Ignore all other symbols in g. By definition of
vi and w′i , there are vi zeroes in w′i and vi−1 + · · · + vi−m ones in w′i . (As usual, we set
vj = 0 for j < 0.)
If i  k, define wi = w′i . If i > k, define wi to be w′i with its first symbol erased.
We assert that this erased symbol must be a 1. This is clear if g does not contain any
occurrences of the symbol i . Suppose, instead, that g has at least one i . Consider the
smallest index j such that gj  i . Since g0  k < i , we have j > 0. Next, recall that gj 
gj−1 +m. Thus, gj−1  gj −m i −m. Also, by minimality of j , gj−1  i − 1. Finally,
the first occurrence of i in g occurs at position j or later, by definition of j . It follows
that the first occurrence of i in g is preceded (at position j − 1) by an occurrence of some
symbol in {i − 1, . . . , i −m}. This forces the word w′i to start with 1. (On the other hand,
for i  k, the first symbol of w′i =wi could be 0, thanks to the condition g0  k.) Note that
the word wi does consist of vi zeroes and vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k) ones, as required
in the definition of In,k,m. In particular, the requirement vi−1 + · · ·+ vi−m −χ(i > k) 0
also holds.
Example. Let n = 6, k = 2, m = 3, and g = (1,4,4,0,3,1) = g(P ), where P is the
path from Fig. 1. Let β(g)= I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws). We have s = 4, the maximum value
appearing in g. We have v0 = 1, v1 = 2, v2 = 0, v3 = 1, and v4 = 2. The words w′i and wi
are:
w′1 = 010, w1 = 010, w′2 = 111, w2 = 111,
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w′3 = 1101, w3 = 101, w′4 = 10011, w4 = 0011.
Therefore,
I = (4; (1,2,0,1,2);010,111,101,0011).
If we compute α−1(I), we obtain the path shown in Fig. 5.
Before describing the inverse of β , we introduce the following terminology. Given
g ∈ Gn,k,m, define ui to be the subword of g consisting of all symbols gj  i (for
0 i  s = maxgj ). Each word ui clearly satisfies conditions (G2), (G3), and (G4), since
g does. Also, we could use the word ui instead of g to obtain the words w′i and wi , and the
result would be the same. Note that us = g. Finally, note that any occurrence of the symbol
i in ui is either the first symbol of ui (which can only happen if i  k), or is immediately
preceded by one of the symbols i, i − 1, . . . , i −m.
We now describe the inverse of β . Let I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws) be an intermediate object.
For i  k, let w′i = wi . For i > k, let w′i be wi with an additional symbol 1 placed at
the beginning. Let u0 be the word consisting of v0 zeroes. (u0 might be the empty word.)
We shall use the words w′1, . . . ,w′s and u0 to construct words u1, . . . , us , each of which
satisfies (G2), (G3), and (G4). Finally, we will define g = β−1(I) to be us , which also
satisfies (G1). In particular, us is an element of the target of β−1, namely Gn,k,m.
Assume that 1  i  s, and that the word ui−1 has already been constructed. We may
also assume that ui−1 consists of v0 zeroes, v1 ones, . . . , and vi−1 copies of i − 1. We
further assume that ui−1 satisfies (G2), (G3), and (G4). To construct the next word ui , we
use the word w′i to insert vi copies of i into the current word ui−1, as follows. Place a
“marker” at the far left end of ui−1, pointing to the gap just before the leftmost symbol
of ui−1. Scan the word w′i from left to right, and perform the following actions.
• If the next symbol of w′i is a zero, insert one copy of the symbol i in the gap pointed
to by the marker. After the insertion, the marker points to the gap just after the newly
inserted symbol.
• If the next symbol of w′i is a one, scan right in ui−1 from the position of the marker,
looking for the next occurrence of a symbol in the set {i−1, . . . , i−m}. Set the marker
to point to the gap immediately to the right of the first such symbol found.
This procedure produces the new word ui , which clearly still satisfies all the inductive
assumptions. In particular, condition (G4) holds for the following reason. If i > k, then w′i
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before the first symbol i is inserted. We should also point out that the number of 1’s in
w′i is always equal to the number of symbols i − 1, . . . , i −m appearing in ui−1. Hence,
the algorithm that moves the marker right will never run out of symbols in ui−1 before
reaching the end of w′i . Finally, it is evident that this method of producing ui from w′i is
the inverse of the method used in the definition of β to go from ui (or equivalently g) to w′i .
It follows that the process just described is the inverse map to β .
Example. In the example at the end of Section 3.2, we saw that the path P from Fig. 2
mapped to
α(P )= I = (5; (2,3,1,2,0,4);10010,101111,101011,11,00010).
Let us compute β−1(I). Recall that n = 12, m = 2, k = 3 here. First, we write down the
words
w′1 = 10010=w1,
w′2 = 101111=w2,
w′3 = 101011=w3,
w′4 = 111 = 1w4,
w′5 = 100010= 1w5.
Next, we use the insertion algorithm above to compute
u0 = 00,
u1 = 01101,
u2 = 021101,
u3 = 02313101,
u4 = 02313101,
u5 = 023555135101.
So, β−1(I) = (0,2,3,5,5,5,1,3,5,1,0,1). If we apply the trivial map γ−1 to this last
vector, we get the path shown in Fig. 6.
We must still check that β sends each inversion statistic to the corresponding
intermediate statistic. Fix g = (g0, . . . , gn−1) and I = β(g)= (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws). Consider
each of the five statistics in turn.
First, recall that h1(g) is given by the formula
h1(g)=
∑
max
(
0,m− |gp − gt |
)+ n−1∑max(k − gp,0).
0p<tn−1 p=0
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Of course, this formula makes sense for any integer vector g, not just for elements of
Gn,k,m. We will first show that rearranging the entries of g does not change the value of h1.
It clearly suffices to show that interchanging two adjacent entries of g, say gi and gi+1, does
not change the value of h1. Let g′ denote g with gi and gi+1 interchanged. We certainly
have
n−1∑
p=0
max(k − gp,0)=
n−1∑
p=0
max
(
k − g′p,0
)
.
Consider terms in the two summations∑
0p<tn−1
max
(
0,m− |gp − gt |
)
and
∑
0p<tn−1
max
(
0,m− ∣∣g′p − g′t ∣∣).
The terms in these two summations are identical (up to rearrangement), except that the term
max(0,m− |gi − gi+1|) in the first sum is replaced by the term max(0,m− |g′i − g′i+1|)
in the second sum. But the latter term is just
max
(
0,m− |gi+1 − gi |
)= max(0,m− |gi − gi+1|).
Thus, the value of the h1 statistic is the same for g and g′.
Now, g consists of v0 zeroes, v1 ones, . . . , and vs copies of s, in some order. For the
purposes of computing h1, we can replace g by the word
g′′ = 0v01v1 · · · svs
consisting of v0 zeroes, v1 ones, . . . , and vs copies of s in increasing order. Using the
definition of h1, it is easy to show that
h1(g)= h1(g′′)=m
∑(vi
2
)
+
∑
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
m∑
(m− j)vi−j
)
=Q1(I).i0 i0 j=1
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h1(g
′′)=
∑
0p<tn−1
max
(
0,m− ∣∣g′′p − g′′t ∣∣)+
n−1∑
p=0
max
(
k − g′′p,0
)
.
The terms here with g′′t = i and g′′p − g′′t = 0 group together to give the term m
(
vi
2
)
above.
The terms here with g′′t = i and 0 < |g′′p − g′′t | = j  m group together to give the term
(m− j)vivi−j above. Finally, the terms in the last sum here with g′′p = i group together to
give the term vi max(k − i,0) above.
Second, recall that h2(g) is given by the formula
h2(g)=
∑
u<v
χ
(
gu − gv ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}
)
.
We can rewrite this formula by classifying contributing terms based on the value of gu. If
gu = i , then a pair u < v contributes to the sum iff gv ∈ {i − 1, i − 2, . . . , i − m}. This
occurs iff gu is encoded as a 0 in w′i and gv is encoded as a 1 in w′i and the 0 precedes the
1 in w′i . In other words, the contributions to h2(g) coming from pairs u < v with gu = i
correspond exactly to the coinversions in w′i . Adding over all possible i , we get
h2(g)=
∑
u<v
χ
(
gu − gv ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}
)= s∑
i=1
coinv
(
w′i
)
.
Next, recall that wi is either equal to w′i (when i  k) or is w′i with the initial 1 deleted
(when i > k). But deleting the initial 1 from w′i (which consists of zeroes and ones only)
has no effect on the number of coinversions. Hence,
h2(g)=
s∑
i=1
coinv
(
w′i
)= s∑
i=1
coinv(wi)=Q2(I).
Third, recall that h3(g) is given by the formula
h3(g)=
∑
u<v
χ
(
gu − gv ∈ {−m, . . . ,−2,−1}
)− n−1∑
u=0
χ(gu > k).
Rewrite the first summation by classifying contributing terms based on the value of gv . If
gv = i , then a pair u < v contributes to the sum iff gu ∈ {i − m, . . . , i − 2, i − 1}. This
occurs iff gu is encoded as a 1 in w′i and gv is encoded as a 0 in w′i and the 1 precedes the
0 in w′i . In other words, the contributions to the first summation coming from pairs u < v
with gv = i correspond exactly to the inversions in w′i . Adding over all possible i , we get
∑
χ
(
gu − gv ∈ {−m, . . . ,−2,−1}
)= s∑ inv(w′i).
u<v i=1
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h3(g)=
s∑
i=1
inv
(
w′i
)− n−1∑
u=0
χ(gu > k).
Let us compare
∑s
i=1 inv(w′i ) to Q3(I) =
∑s
i=1 inv(wi). Recall that wi is either equal
to w′i (when i  k) or is w′i with the initial 1 deleted (when i > k). Fix a value i > k.
Deleting the initial 1 from w′i will decrease the number of inversions by the total number
of zeroes in w′i , which all come after the initial 1. By definition, the number of such zeroes
is vi , which is the number of i’s in the list g, which is the number of positions u such that
gu = i . If we add up these losses over all choices of i > k, we see that
Q3(I)=
s∑
i=1
inv(wi)=
s∑
i=1
inv
(
w′i
)− n−1∑
u=0
χ(gu > k)= h3(g).
Fourth, note that there are vi copies of i in the list g, by definition of β . Therefore,
a(g)=
n−1∑
j=0
gj =
s∑
i=0
ivi = T (I).
Fifth, by definition of β ,
ht (g)= max
j
gj = s =Z(I).
4. Symmetry properties
The five-variable generating function from the previous section has various symmetry
properties, which are discussed in this section.
The first symmetry property is
Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)= Bn,k,m(q1, q3, q2, t, z).
This is obvious from the formula for the generating function, since the q2, q3-binomial
coefficients there are symmetric in q2 and q3. There is also an easy bijective proof of
this symmetry. Given a path P , we simply rotate the partial paths inside each shortened
rectangle Si by 180◦. This action does not affect the bounce path, so that the type-1 area,
bounce score, and bounce count are unaffected. However, the rotation interchanges the
number of type-2 area cells and type-3 area cells. For example, Fig. 7 shows the result of
applying this operation to the path P from Fig. 4.
The corresponding bijection acting on the intermediate objects I = (s; v;w1, . . . ,ws)
simply reverses each word wi . This reversal obviously interchanges inv(wi) and coinv(wi),
but the other three intermediate statistics are unaffected.
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On the other hand, the symmetry of the statistics h2 and h3 on Gn,k,m is not immediately
evident from their definition. To interchange these statistics, one must first use β to obtain
an intermediate object I , then reverse each word wi , then apply β−1.
The second symmetry property involves the trivariate generating function
B ′′n,k,m(q, r, t)=H ′′n,k,m(q, r, t).
We claim that
B ′′n,k,m(q, r, t)= B ′′n,k,m(r, q, t).
This is obvious from the previous property, since
B ′′n,k,m(q, r, t)= Bn,k,m(qr, q, r, t,1)= Bn,k,m(rq, r, q, t,1)= B ′′n,k,m(r, q, t).
The third symmetry property states that the five statistics a, a′, b, h+, and h− all have
the same univariate distribution on Tn,k,m, i.e.,
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qa(P ) =
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qa
′(P ) =
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qb(P ) =
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qh
+(P ) =
∑
P∈Tn,k,m
qh
−(P ).
Here is a bijective proof. Consider a path P ∈ Tn,k,m. Let Q = φ−1(P ). Then a(P ) =
b(Q), so a and b have the same distribution. Also, a(Q) = a1(Q) + a2(Q) = h1(P ) +
h2(P ) = h+(P ), so a and h+ have the same distribution. Finally, the rotation maps
discussed above show that a and a′ have the same distribution, as do h+ and h−.
We can write this result in terms of generating functions:
B ′′n,k,m(q,1,1)= B ′′n,k,m(1, q,1)= B ′′n,k,m(1,1, q)=H ′′n,k,m(q,1,1)=H ′′n,k,m(1, q,1)
=H ′′n,k,m(1,1, q).
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B ′n,k,m(q,1)= B ′n,k,m(1, q)=H ′n,k,m(q,1)=H ′n,k,m(1, q).
Based on computer experiments, we conjecture that B ′ is jointly symmetric, i.e.,
B ′n,k,m(q, t)= B ′n,k,m(t, q).
This has been proved true for all n only in the case k = 0, m= 1. The proof, due to Garsia
and Haglund, is long and non-combinatorial (see [3,4]).
5. Recursions
In this section, we derive a recursion that can be used to compute Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)
and related generating functions. The basic idea is to reduce a path D to a smaller path
D′ by “removing the first bounce” from the bounce path B(D). Some complications arise
whenm> 1 or k > 0 because the first bounce affects the dimensions of subsequent bounces
according to the rule (1).
To deal with this problem, we must introduce more intermediate generating functions
that will be used in the recursion. Specifically, let (v0, . . . , vm−1) be a fixed sequence of
m nonnegative integers whose sum is at most n. Consider the subset Iv0,...,vm−1n,k,m of the
collection In,k,m consisting of all intermediate objects I = (s;y;w1, . . . ,ws) such that:
• yi = vi for 0 i m− 1.
• wi consists of a string of ones followed by a string of zeroes, for 1 i m− 1.
In terms of bounce paths, the first condition says that the first m vertical moves in the
bounce path have been fixed to be (v0, . . . , vm−1). The second condition says that the first
m− 1 bounce rectangles contain no type-2 area cells. We refer to such a rectangle as an
empty rectangle.
Assume temporarily that the subset Iv0,...,vm−1n,k,m is non-empty. Define the generating
function
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m =
∑
I∈Iv0,...,vm−1n,k,m
q
Q1(I )
1 q
Q2(I )
2 q
Q3(I )
3 t
T (I )zZ(I ).
There is a summation formula for this generating function similar to formula (2) from
Section 3. If v0 + · · · + vm−1 < n, then we have
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m =
∑
(vm,...,vs)
zst
∑s
i=0 ivi qpow11 q
pow3
3
×
s∏[vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
vi , vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
]
q ,q
, (3)
i=m 2 3
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pow1 =m
s∑
i=0
(
vi
2
)
+
s∑
i=0
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
min(m,i)∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
,
pow3 =
m−1∑
i=1
vi
((
i−1∑
j=0
vj
)
− χ(i > k)
)
,
and we sum over all sequences (vm, . . . , vs) of nonnegative integers such that vs > 0 and
vm + · · ·+ vs = n− (v0 + · · · + vm−1). The proof is virtually the same as the proof of (2).
Since v0 through vm−1 have been fixed in advance, we only sum over the remaining indices
vm through vs . Furthermore, since the first m−1 words wi have been specified in advance,
we omit the first m − 1 q2, q3-binomial coefficients in (2). They are replaced by fixed
powers of q2 and q3 reflecting the contributions of the fixed words wi to Q2 and Q3,
namely
m−1∏
i=1
q02q
vi(vi−1+···+v0−χ(i>k))
3 .
On the other hand, if v0 + · · · + vm−1 = n, let s be the largest index i such that vi > 0.
Then we have
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m = zs t
∑s
i=0 ivi qpow11 q
pow3
3 . (4)
The preceding discussion assumed that the subset Iv0,...,vm−1n,k,m was not empty. If it
is empty, we use formulas (3) and (4) as the definition of Fv0,...,vm−1n,k,m in the cases
v0 + · · · + vm−1 < n and v0 + · · · + vm−1 = n, respectively.
We now derive a recursion for Fv0,...,vm−1n,k,m in the case where v0 + · · · + vm−1 < n. The
initial conditions for this recursion are given by the formulas in (4), which cover the case
where v0 + · · · + vm−1 = n. To obtain the recursion, we break up formula (3) based on
the value of the first summation index vm. Assume that k > 0 first. Consider a fixed choice
of vm in the range from 0 to n−v0 −· · ·−vm−1. Write down (3) with n replaced by n−v0,
k replaced by k − 1, vi replaced by vi+1 for all i , and s replaced by s − 1:
F
v1,...,vm
n−v0,k−1,m =
∑
(vm+1,...,vs)
zs−1t
∑s−1
i=0 ivi+1q
pow′1
1 q
pow′3
3
×
s−1∏
i=m
[
vi+1 + · · · + vi+1−m − χ(i > k − 1)
vi+1, vi + · · · + vi+1−m − χ(i > k − 1)
]
q2,q3
, (5)
where
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s−1∑
i=0
(
vi+1
2
)
+
s−1∑
i=0
vi+1
(
max(k − 1 − i,0)+
min(m,i)∑
j=1
(m− j)vi+1−j
)
,
pow′3 =
m−1∑
i=1
vi+1
((
i−1∑
j=0
vj+1
)
− χ(i > k − 1)
)
.
Replace each summation index i by i − 1 and simplify. The result is:
F
v1,...,vm
n−v0,k−1,m =
∑
(vm+1,...,vs)
zs−1t
∑s
i=1(i−1)vi qpow
′
1
1 q
pow′3
3
×
s∏
i=m+1
[
vi + · · · + vi−m − χ(i − 1 > k − 1)
vi , vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i − 1 > k − 1)
]
q2,q3
, (6)
where
pow′1 =m
s∑
i=1
(
vi
2
)
+
s∑
i=1
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
min(m,i−1)∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
,
pow′3 =
m∑
i=2
vi
((
i−2∑
j=0
vj+1
)
− χ(i − 1 > k − 1)
)
=
m∑
i=2
vi
((
i−1∑
j=1
vj
)
− χ(i > k)
)
.
Compare this to the corresponding summand in the expression (3):
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m =
n−v0−···−vm−1∑
vm=0
∑
(vm+1,...,vs)
zst
∑s
i=0 ivi qpow11 q
pow3
3
×
s∏
i=m
[
vi + vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
vi , vi−1 + · · · + vi−m − χ(i > k)
]
q2,q3
, (7)
where
pow1 =m
s∑
i=0
(
vi
2
)
+
s∑
i=0
vi
(
max(k − i,0)+
min(m,i)∑
j=1
(m− j)vi−j
)
,
pow3 =
m−1∑
vi
((
i−1∑
vj
)
− χ(i > k)
)
.i=1 j=0
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former by
z1tv1+···+vs qpow1−pow
′
1
1 q
pow3−pow′3
3
[
vm + · · · + v0 − χ(m> k)
vm, vm−1 + · · · + v0 − χ(m> k)
]
q2,q3
.
Doing this multiplication, noting that n− v0 = v1 + · · · + vs , and adding over all choices
of vm, we obtain the recursion
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m = ztn−v0q
pow′′1
1
n−v0−···−vm−1∑
vm=0
q
pow′′3
3
[
vm + · · · + v0 − χ(m> k)
vm, vm−1 + · · · + v0 − χ(m> k)
]
q2,q3
× Fv1,...,vmn−v0,k−1,m, (8)
where
pow′′1 = pow1 − pow′1 =m
(
v0
2
)
+ kv0 +
m−1∑
i=1
v0vi(m− i),
pow′′3 = pow3 − pow′3 =
m−1∑
i=1
v0vi − vm
(
m−1∑
j=1
vj − χ(m> k)
)
.
If k = 0, an entirely analogous computation (left to the reader) shows that
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,0,m = ztn−v0q
pow′′1
1
n−v0−···−vm−1∑
vm=0
q
pow′′3
3
[
vm + · · · + v0 − 1
vm, vm−1 + · · · + v0 − 1
]
q2,q3
F
v1,...,vm
n−v0,0,m,
(9)
where now
pow′′1 =m
(
v0
2
)
+
m−1∑
i=1
v0vi(m− i),
pow′′3 =
m−1∑
i=1
v0vi − v1 − vm
(
m−1∑
j=1
vj − 1
)
.
This concludes the derivation of the recursion.
The original generating functions Bn,k,m can easily be recovered from the expressions
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m . For, given a path D ∈ Tn,k,m, we can append m empty columns of height n
at the far left of the figure. This produces a path D′ counted by the generating function
F
0,0,...,0 ; moreover, every such path D′ arises in this way. The bounce statistics for D′ aren,k+m,m
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of the m extra bounces at the left side of the diagram for D′. We conclude that
Bn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)= F 0,0,...,0n,k+m,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)/(tmnzm).
Remark. We derived the recursion above using messy, though straightforward, algebraic
manipulations. Here is the combinatorial intuition behind those manipulations. Assume
k > 0 for simplicity. Start with an object D′ counted by Fv1,...,vmn−v0,k−1,m. In terms of bounce
statistics, D′ is a path of height n − v0 whose bounce path starts with vertical moves
v1, . . . , vm and whose first m− 1 bounce rectangles are empty. Assume we are trying to
construct an object counted by Fv0,...,vm−1n,k,m . Then we get to choose vm (accounting for the
summation over vm), but v0, . . . , vm−1 are determined for us. If we add a new initial bounce
of height v0 to the beginning of D′, we obtain a larger path D of height n that now has
m empty bounce rectangles. The binomial coefficient in the recursion reflects the fact that
we can now “fill in” the mth empty rectangle to obtain an object counted by Fv0,...,vm−1n,k,m .
The other fixed powers in the recursion appear because certain bounce rectangles and
bounce slabs at the bottom of the figure for D′ get “stretched” by the addition of the new
initial bounce of height v0. This stretching also changes the horizontal dimension of certain
bounce rectangles, which explains why we insist that the first m− 1 bounce rectangles be
empty. Without this restriction, we would need to multiply and divide by the appropriate
q2, q3-binomial coefficients, leading to an even messier recursion.
Remark. As an application of the recursion, one can compute simple explicit formulas for
the specialization
F
v0,...,vm−1
n,k,m (q, q,1,1/q,1)
for certain choices of the parameters. The case k = 0, m = 1 is discussed in [6,9]. The
case k = 0, m > 1 (which is much more complicated) is treated in [8,9]. We now briefly
consider the case k > 0, m = 1. Define Gsn,k(q) = Fsn,k,1(q, q,1,1/q,1); observe that
B ′n,k,1(q,1/q)=G0n,k+1(q) · qn. It is shown in Chapter 1 of [9] that
Gsn,0(q)= q−(n
2+n)/2+ns
{[
2n− s − 1
n− s, n− 1
]
q
− qs
[
2n− s − 1
n− s − 1, n
]
q
}
.
An easy combinatorial argument shows that Gsn,1(q)=Gs+1n+1,0(q), so the last formula also
gives
Gsn,1(q)= q(−(n+1)
2−(n+1))/2+(n+1)(s+1)
{[
2n− s
n− s, n
]
− qs+1
[
2n− s
n− s − 1, n+ 1
] }
.
q q
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recursion, we find that the specialized generating functions satisfy the recursion
Gsn,k(q)= qs(s−1)/2+ks+s−n
n−s∑
r=0
[
r + s
r, s
]
q
Grn−s,k−1(q),
subject to the initial condition
Gnn,k(q)= qn(n−1)/2+kn.
Substituting the formula for Grn−s,1(q) into this recursion, one can obtain the formula
Gsn,2(q)= q(n−n
2)/2−2n+s(n+3)
{[
2n− s + 1
n− s, n+ 1
]
q
− q1
[
2n− s + 1
n− s − 1, n+ 2
]
q
}
.
The proof of this formula is exactly like the corresponding proof for Gsn,0(q) in [9], so we
omit it.
One would expect this process to continue, leading to formulas for Gsn,k(q) as
differences of two q-binomial coefficients multiplied by appropriate powers of q .
Unfortunately, this appears not to be true for k  3. For example, when (n, k, s)= (2,3,1),
we have
Gsn,k(q)= qC
(
1 + q2 + q4 + q5),
and this polynomial is not of the expected form
qA
[ 5
1,4
]
q
− qB
[ 5
0,5
]
q
for any choice of A and B . The earlier proofs using the recursion break down at k = 3
because the powers of q occurring in the formula for Gsn,2(q) are “bad,” leading to a
q-series that is not easily evaluated.
6. Conclusion
We conclude by listing some open problems concerning the trapezoidal generating
functions Bn,k,m. One problem is to prove the conjectured symmetry
B ′n,k,m(q, t)= B ′n,k,m(t, q),
which says that ordinary area and the bounce statistic are jointly symmetric on Tn,k,m.
Equivalently, one may try to prove that ordinary area and the positive (or negative)
inversion statistic are jointly symmetric on Tn,k,m.
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conjectured in [8] that
B ′n,0,m(q, t)=∇m(s1n)|s1n ,
where ∇ is the nabla operator of F. Bergeron and A. Garsia [1]. This conjecture had already
been proved when m = 1 by Garsia and Haglund in [3,4]. One problem is to prove the
conjecture for m > 1. Another problem is to find a formula for B ′n,k,m(q, t) involving
symmetric functions. More generally, one could try to find an interpretation for the
trivariate sequenceB ′′n,k,m(q, t, r) or even the five-variable sequenceBn,k,m(q1, q2, q3, t, z)
in terms of symmetric functions or representation theory. At this time, such interpretations
are not known even in the cases k = 0 or m= 1.
It follows directly from the definitions that B ′n,m,m(q, t) = B ′n+1,0,m(q, t), so that the
conjecture above gives
B ′n,m,m(q, t)=∇m(s1n+1)|s1n+1 .
Next, consider the case m= 1, k = 2. We conjecture that
B ′n,2,1(q, t)≈∇(s(2,1n))|s1n+2 .
(We use the symbol ≈ to indicate the omission of a fixed multiplier 3qAtB on one side
of the equation, where 3 = ±1 and A and B are constants.) This has been confirmed by
computer for 0  n  4, which are all the values of n we can currently test. In the case
m= 1, k = 3, we conjecture that
B ′n,3,1(q, t)≈∇(s(2,2,1n))|s1n+4 .
This has been confirmed by computer for 0 n 2, which are all the values of n we can
currently test. However, the pattern suggested here fails for k = 4 and n= 0, since
B ′0,4,1(q, t) ≈ ∇(s(2,2,2))|s16 .
Many of the combinatorial constructs considered earlier generalize to labelled trape-
zoidal paths. When k = 0, one can define statistics on labelled paths that give conjectured
combinatorial models for the Hilbert series of certain doubly graded Sn-modules. The sim-
plest case of labelled Dyck paths (where k = 0 andm= 1) is conjectured to give the Hilbert
series for the module of diagonal harmonics. This case was treated by Haglund and Loehr
in [7]. For generalizations of this work to labelled paths inside other containing shapes, see
the author’s thesis [9].
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